No.ST.EXAM/Supplementary/20  
Dated: 21st February 2020

Dear Principal,

Student who secure reappear in their third and final year, or fail in any subject in their first attempt, of the BSc program are denied placements or are rejected from job offers secured during campus interviews. Similarly, securing reappear for a third year student prevents him/her from seeking admission in an institute for higher level course, where clear pass is the eligibility criterion. Many students who wish to go overseas too are left with a dilemma due to one or two reappear subject(s) of Semester-V or VI.

To tide over this predicament and facilitate 3rd year BSc. reappear students, Board of Governors of the National Council for Hotel Management have agreed to conduct Supplementary Examination from the current academic session. Consequently, the NCHM would conduct Supplementary Semester-V Examinations along with regular Semester-VI (April 2020) and Supplementary Exam Semester-VI in August 2020. Such students wanting to reappear in mid-term and practical exams must also be provided opportunity by the institute as per their scheduled date sheet or conduct exclusively for them.

Please intimate to all Semester-V students who have reappear, of current batch and publicize amongst earlier batches to avail this opportunity. Examination Forms, Date-Sheet are being sent along with this circular.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

Satvir Singh  
Director (Studies)

Encl: Examination Form Sem-V and Date-Sheet